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REPORT OF THE ,IORKING GROUP ON INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS

INTRODUCTION

1. The Working Group on Industrial Statistics, which was organized as part

of the United Nations Programme to assist the development of statistical

methodology in the African region, met at ECA headquarters, Addis Ababa, from

5 to 9 January 1970•

2. The meeting was attended by industrial statistics specialists from

Algeria, Ethiopia, France, Vadagascar, Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone,

Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, UK, UAR, and Zambia. A complete list of participants

is given in Annex I.

3. In the absence of the Executive Secretary and oter senior members of the

secretariat the opening speech was presented by I"r. W.L. Booker, Deputy Director

of the ECA Research and Statistics Division. He noted that this third meeting

of the Horking Groupe would consider preparations for the 1973 1Jorld Programme

of Industrial Statistics and the proGress of current industrial statistics in

African countries.

4. The importance of these statistics in planning industrial development was

stressed, and attention was dra~m to the essential role of the Working Group

in recommending ways of remedying gaps and deficiencies in the existing data,

and in improving their timeliness. The problems associated with the coverage

of surveys were emphasized as worthy of the especial attention of the Group.

5. It was noted that an important feature of the project would be follow-up

action by both the secretariat and the participating experts.

6. The secretariat expressed its gratitude to j)![r. Viillis K. Jordan of the

United States Census Bureau who, in the capacity of consultant, has been prima

rily responsible for the preparation of the meeting and would act as principal

discussion leader. The text cf the opening speech is given in Annex IV.

7. Mr. J. o. ;ilcinga (Tanzania) was elected Chairman of the Horking Group with

"~. Boualem Abassi (Algeria) as Vice-Chairman.
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8. The provisional agenda was adopted and is reproduced in Annex II. It

was,however, agreed that, within appropriate agenda items, special considera

tion should be given to the co-ordination needed between national statistical

services for the effective development of industrial statistics in the region.

Legislation covering the conduct of industrial inquiries was also mentioned

as an important topic, but it later transpired that time was not available

for its inclusion in the discussion programme. The list of working documents

is given in Annex III.

DEVELOP:.ENT OF CURRENT INDU::;T~L!l.L STATISTICS IN AFRICA

General review of progress

9. The secretariat reported that eight countries had responded to its

earlier request by supplying information on the development of their current

industrial statistics. Although stITur.cries had been prepare~ for the use of

the Group, the material had been received too late for detailed analysis and

it was in any case felt that its coverage was not sufficient to provide an

adequate indication of the situation iil the region as a whole. One additional

country had just supplied details of inquiries shortly to be undertaken.

10. It was noted that the progress of industrial statistics had to be consi

dered in relation to the various aspects and objectives of this work, including

improvements in coverage, content of questionnaires, accuracy of records, etc.

The Group also believed that it would be desirable to take into account the

utilization of industrial data arising as a by-product of administrative

activity, since such data might supplement or check those obtained through

industrial inquiries. As most of the questions arising in this connexion

were relevant to industrial directories, it was agreed that they would be

discussed under Item 4(c) of the agenda.

11. The secretariat presented a short review of the industrial statistics

reports published by African countries since the last j.rorking Group on this

subject in 1966. It appeared that, during the intervening period, nine coun

tries had been able to establish regular industrial surveys, while those which

already published current statistics had effected some improvements. Never

theless, there were considerable difficulties in using African publications

•I
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for purposes of compiling regional ~ata on industry because of variations in

presentation and lack of adequate definitions. A further problem was the

time which elapsed between surveys anQ the publication of their results,

which pointed to the need for shorter questionnaires and agreement between

countries on their minimum content. The review did not cover variations in

arrangements for compiling industrial registers or the differences between

classification systems adopted in the region. Nevertheless, it was the view

of the Group that the problems illustrated by the review gave a good indica

tion of some of the tasks which it should tackle.

12. Progress was further examined in the light of the four principal

recommendations of the second Working Group in 1967 :

1) The need for integration and co-ordination of statistical systems

which, for industrial statistics, implies the need for common coding

systems among surveys. The UN had been requested to make more

detailed proposals in this respect and action had been taken in

proposing the content of questionnaires for a practical system of

annual industrial surveys.

2) Study by African statistical offices of the international recommen

dations for current industrial statistics and the development of

proposals for the adaptation of these recommendations to regional

conditions. No evidence was available of any progress in this

respect.

3) Development by the United Nations of a standard list of commodities.

A list containing some 600 commodities with appropriate definitions

had been produced but was not available in time for distribution at

the meeting.

4) The organization of a continuing series of meetings on industrial

statistics. It was noted that the present meeting was the third in

the series and that further projects were envisaged for the future.

Nevertheless, it was believed essential that such projects should

be supported by the current exchange of information if they were to

be fully effective.
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13. The general conclusion of the Group was that, although there was an

increasing number of African publications on industrial statistics and some

countries had developed new surveys in this field, it would be premature to

oonolude that there had been any real progress in the general problem of

obtaining adequate statistics on industrial activity in the region.

14. \Iith regard to future development of methodology and the co-ordination of

activities between countries, a number of participants emphasized the need for

improvements in the exchange of information. The secretariat indicated that

it was developing the means of circulating material in summary form, but the

Group felt it important that countries should exohange the basic reports on

industrial inquiries, since these would give a better indication of methodo

logical problems and their solutions; such arrangements were already operating

effectively in some parts of the region.

Introduction of integrated systems

15. The Group discussed the problems of integration and co-ordination of

coding systems, with a major emphasic on the classification of establishments.

It was pointed out that the industrial activity code number applied to a

particular establishment can vary because of interpretation differences among

departments conducting surveys or among enumerators. These problems arise

primarily because a single factory may engage in two or more economic acti

vities, but its size and record-keeping practices preclude its division for

statistical purposes into two or more establishments. Examples of such mixed

activities were described, such as furniture-making and saw-milling combined,

candles and biscuits, and consumer co-operatives manufacturing a great variety

of products for the benefit of members. It was recommended by the Group that

the EGA secretariat and the United !fat ions Statistical Office provide more

specific guidelines for handling problems of establishments with diverse

activities.

•

•
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16. The point was made that although rules for defining an establishment are

important, as ,mll as criteria for determining its primary activity and aesign

ing industry codes, a major consideration in an integrated system is consis

tency in classifying individual establishments. Several of the participants

reported that their countries maintain establishment/enterprise central registers

which facilitate the application of consistent industrial classification codes

to the statistical units and are a major aid in the co-ordination of surveys.

17. The problem of continuity in tho composition of industries was discussed,

and it was noted by a participant that retention of the industrial classifica

tion of small establishments for several years, even though the activity

changes, has statistical advantages. This point was related to the coverage

and homogeneity ratios defining the primary versus secondary composition of

industries, which were discussed in conneocion with the 1973 world programme.

18. It was agreed that duplication of inquiries should be avoided wherever

possible, and that data about to be published should be reviewed for consis

tency with figures available from other surveys. Inconsistencies between

surveys tend to reduce confidence in the accuracy of statistics and Care should

be taken to eliminate them.

19. The Group, agreed that, in general, the kinds of co-ordinated planning

and control needed to produce an integrated system have not been established

in African countries. One participaat discussed the use of co-ordinating com

mittees,which has net always been effective in his country, but another parti

cipant urged their general adoption. In one country, the clearance of all or

mcst survey plans ,·,ith the central statistical agency has been rather success
ful. nost participants reported, houever, that co-ordination of survey objec
tives and procedures has not been satisfactory. Various reasons for this were
cited but no general prescription for success in this endeavour emerged from
the discussion.

20. It was pointed out that industrial surveys in some countries do not pro

vide results consistent with the requirements of systems of national accounts.

The ccmment was made that practical limitations on the kinds of data whioh can

be expected from establishment censuses and surveys may conflict in some ins

tances with national accounts objectives. One participant noted that faulty
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co-ordination may arise because of incomplete understanding of national

accounts objectives on the part of industrial statisticians, and the central

statistical offices should seek to improve this situation by exchange of

information.

21. It was noted that a general problem of statistical offices is that of

determining the data requirements of other government agencies and private

groups. There is a tendency on the part of data-users "to make do" with what

is available, and statistical offices must exert an effort to discover their

needs and adapt their programmes accordingly.

22. The use of income tax returns ailQ other administrative data sources for

industrial statistics was discussed, and the problems involved in the use by

the statistical offices of data regarded as confidential by the administrative

departments. One participant described the successful use of income tax

records to substitute for a large number of census returns for small establish

ments, and the lack of protest against this procedure by business enterprises.

Others reported not being able as yet to overcome the reluctance of the tax

departments to co-operate with the statistical office.

23. The importance of measuring the contribution of small establishments in

an integrated system was discussed. It was reported that small establishments

were covered completely every three years in one country, and the opinion waS

expressed that this frequency was probably unnecessary. The participants from

most other countries reported that small establishments were generally ignored.

In certain countries, particularly in East Africa, their contribution has been

estimated as of negligible importance. The principle of completeness was not

opposed, and hopes for future progress in this regard were expressed. One

participant noted that coverage of small establishments could increase the

already considerable delay in particular of survey results, and stressed the

importance of developing plans for sampling the smaller units. Sampling was

also mentioned as a solution to the chronic problem of shortage of trained

staff.

•
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24. The serious nature of the small establishment problem was noted. In

certain countries their contribution has been estimated as large, usually

conoentrated in a few industries. An overall figure of 50 per cent was

qucted for one country. One participant suggested that the \~orking Group

should recommend complete ccverage cf all small establishments at intervals

of several years.

25. The difficulties attending area sampling were discussed by one partici

pant, the principal problem being the hcmcgeneity of enumeraticn areas. The

ECA sampling adviser pcinted out that although clustering leads to less

efficient samples, they are justifiable in preference tc frequent enumeraticn

cf large numbers of small establishments. The point was alsc made that with

a limited staff any reduction in the number cf returns cften leads tc higher

quality in the census results, because the individual returns Can be given

mcre attenticn.

26. The standardization of survey pericds was discussed. The Group reported

rather general acceptance of accounting years ranging over a wide period. One

country accepts any repcrts which include at least 7 months of the survey

year. Another requires employment data on a calendar year basis but accepts

fiscal year data for other inquiries. The difficult problems associated with

seascnal processing industries were menticned, but no general sclution was

proposed. It was pcinted out that the survey period prcblem is limited to

enterp~ises which maintain accounting records.

The directory problem

27. The great majcrity of the participants repcrted that establishment

registers exist in their countries. I.lany of these are nominally complete,

but some are limited to establishments with 10 or more employees. The various

sources used for establishing and/or maintaining registers include periodic

field enumeration records derived from compulsory governmental registration,

social security records, tax records, external trade records, electric meter

records, other private records and field checks. In most instances, individual

registers are maintained by use of several sources. It was evident from the

discussion that much planning and effort have gone into the creation and up

keep of establishment registers in ~frican countries.
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28. The register for internal use, as opposed to the directory or published

register, was discussed. One participant advanced the thought that publica

tion would encourage registration, because companies are not adverse to seeing

their names, locations, products and even size appearing in print. The

publication of size codes rather than actual employment data was suggested,

to protect the confidentiality of reported data.

29. The content of the Standard Nature of Activity Questionnaire, Annex I to

E!CN • 14!STAT!9, was discussed in detail. Particular attention waS given to

the relation between Inquiry 3 Type of Ownership and Inquiry 4 comparing affi

liation. The secretariat explained that Item 4 was designed to disclose the

relationship between the company receiving the questionnaire and its parent

company or the subsidiary companies olmed or controlled by it. Some of the

purposes of obtaining this information are to provide a mailing list for

national accounts surveys, or those requesting data on investment intentions;

to permit better control over conficlentiality of data; and to promote the basis

for planning enterprise surveys and tabulation enterprise statistics.

Standardization of reportingl!

30. For this item on the agenda, the secretariat had prepared descriptions of

four standard questionnaires. The first of these, a nature-of-activity form,

waS discussed by the 1Jorking Group in connexion with the preceding topic, the

directory problem.

31. The other three model questionnaires were designed for use in connexion

with surveys of industrial establishments - annual or more frequent. The three

consist of a long form for large establishments, a short form for small

establishments, and an enterprise form designed for use in instances where

multi-establishment enterprises do not maintain full accounts for each establish

ment. The enterprise form was desiGned to serve as a substitute for the long

establishment form under these special circumstances.

32. The Group chose to discuss the long establishment form in detail, inquiry

by inquiry. The inquiries listed beloH are those on which the Group had

comments and proposals.

i7 Following the discussion on this topic, the Group was given a short descrip
tion of an enterprise accounting system being developed for the French speak
ing countries of the region. A separate note on this topic is shown in
Annex VI.
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33. Inquiry 2: Number of employees. The proposed distinction between

"operatives or prcduction workers" and "other employees" was discussed.

Several participants felt that the inclusion of clerks associated with

production in the "operatives"categcry would present difficulties except

for the larger establishments. It lias suggested that the 'lord "clerks"

could be omitted from the definition of operatives without affecting the

African statistics appreciably. One participant reported that his ccuntry

had found difficulty in making the proposed distinction and had substituted

"hourly workers" versus "employees paid monthly" but did not feel that this

distinction had lIorked out satisfactorily.

34. The point was made that data on tlorking proprietors and unpaid workers

should be called for in the annual or more frequent survey only if their

numbers were of considerable importance. In the infrequent censuses which

usually are more detailed this category would normally always be listed.

35. The Group discussed the classification of establishments into size

groups based on average employment. In African countries, where large numbers

of the employees may be casual workers, and unpaid workers or apprentices are

sometimes an important category, the "number of persons engaged" mav be a very

misleading indicator of size in relation to output value added, or v.alue of

assets.

36. The Group proposed that international recommendations should be developed

which would take this problem into account. One participant suggested that a

measureofsize other than employment might be mora appropriate under African

conditions. No satisfactory substitute measure was proposed, however.

37. Inquiry 4: Number of man-hours. The purpose of this inquiry as a more

precise measure of labour input than the number of employees waS diecussed.

The Group felt that establishments lIithout adequate records of man-hours

worked were fairly common. The proposed substitute - number of weeks of

operation plus length of the normal lIork weeks - was considered unsatisfac

tory, but perhaps better than nothinG, One participant reported that his

country had collected such data but had not been able to publish it. The

consensus was that the inquiry shoulcl be retained as a standard recommendation
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but that more satisfactory alternative measures should be scught for use where

man-hours records do not exist. Some participants cited unsatisfactory report

ing of this item due to reluctance of respondents to report overtime worked in

violation of labour legislation.

38. Inquiry 5: Materials and supplies: The Group did not oppose the idea of

obtaining separate data on the quantity and cost of the major materials, used,

but no national experience in this regard was cited.

39. Inquiry 6: Fuels: The Group proposed the segregation of fuels used for

transport vehicles as this item is of greater significance in African countries

than elsewhere, and is not related to fuels for powering factory machines and

equipment.

40. The suggestion waS made that water as well as fuel is an important consump

tion item for which data might well be collected in annual survey. One parti

cipant commented that measuring water consumpticn is undcubtedly important in

dry countries, but perhaps should not be included in the recommendation for

general application.

41. Inquiry 8: Cost of industrial services: A question waS raised as to

whether this item should not include royalty payments for the right to use

patented processes. In the UN system of national accounts, royalties are

treated as indirect taxes, but there is a question as to whether patent rights

are intended to be included under this heading. The Group felt that clarifi

cation of this specification would be in crder. A comment was also made that

the definition of non-industrial services given in M-48 is not very specific

and the inclusion of some examples would clarify it.

42. Inquiry 9: Capital expenditure: The question was raised as to equipment

acquired on hire-purchase terms, and the consensus of the Group was that such

acquisitions were similar tc outright purchases. The question of obtaining

separate data on rented equipment and structures was discussed, and the Group

felt such figures should be cbtained if rental was an important means of obtain

ing the use of fixed assets. One participant reported that his country obtained

data on value of acquisition, amortization and value of rented equipment, but

for enterprises rather than for establishments. In some international reCOmmen

dations, it is contended that data on the consumption of fixed assets are not

generally, reportable for establishments. This was not challenged by the Group.
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43. The question of availability of Qata on the age of fixed assets was

discussed and it was the consensus that such data would be difficult to report

and shoulJi not be recommended for inclusion in the annual industry survey. How

ever, two participants reported that such figures have been collected in their

countries.

44. Inquiry 10: Value of inventories. This item is similar to that discussed

previously in connex:ion with the 1913 v)orld Programme. The effect of differing

inventory valuation methods was discussed briefly and the comment made that

statisticians sometimes adjusted for such effects based on ad hoc studies.

45. Inquiry 11: Gross output of gOOQS and services. Only one participant

reported that in his country the value of fixed assets produced for own use

was included in the value of gross output. It appears that this aspect of

production is not important at present in most African countries. The question

of exclusion of indirect taxes was raised, and the Group agreed that better

reporting results when separate data on indirect taxes are requested, becauseof

a tendency on the part of respondents to ignore instructions for excluding them

from the value of products.

46. The inclusion of separate questions to measure the sales value and pur

chase value of merchandise resold in the same form as purchased waS generally

endorsed by the Group. It appears that merchandising activities are of some

importance in many African establishments. The participant from one country

reported that all data relating to merchandising were excluded from its reports,

but this prooedure was exceptional.

41. The contents of the proposed standard short form for small establishments

were discussed only briefly since it had been brought out earlier that most of

the countries represented had made no special provision for dealing with small

establishments. The participant from one West African country, however, repor

ted on plans for such coverage which are to be implemented in the near future.

In East African countries generally the contribution of small establishments is

considered to be very small or negligible.

48. The plan for coverage of small establishments by area sampling desoribed

in Annex II of the central working paper E/CN • 14/STAT/9 was explored in detail.
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It >as explained that this plan is as yet unteeted in practice but in its

essentials will be tried cut in cne ccuntry in the near future. It was noted

that the central feature of the plan Nas the hope it offered fcr coverage of

small establishments without incurring the great cost of complete enumeration.

49. In reviewing the plan, the Group questioned the adVisability of enumerating

only industrial establishments, since considerable reliance would have to be

placed on the decisions of enumerators concerning the primary activity of each

establishment encountered during the listing process. One alternative was to

enumerate all business establishments in each sample area in the first stage

enumeration. This would, of course, involve considerable additional expense

unless the enquiry were to be combined with a survey of distributive establish

ments.

50. There was considerable discussion of the relative advantages of list

sampling and area sampling. Given the existence of a list whose coverage Can

be relied upon, there was no doubt that list sampling was preferable. In some

countries it was claimed that lists based on administrative sources were for

practical purpcses complete. \ihere this was not so, lists could only come

from a complete enumeration or industrial census. Such an operation is of

course very costly, and the list Nould soon go out of date, leading to bias in

aQY sample derived from it. Thus if administrative sources did not provide

a reliable list, then list-sampling 1lould imply frequent censuses, and the

cost might be prohibitive in maQY countries. It WaS in order to circumvent

this situation that area sampling had been proposed. It was recognized, how

ever, that an area sample waS less efficient, in the sense that sampling error

would be greater for a given sampling size owing to intra-class correlation

(the tendency for establishments in the same area to have the same character

istics). Thus, on the one hand list-sampling would involve frequent costly

censuses in order to avoid bias resulting from the list going out of date,

while on the other, area-sampling Nould involve high random sampling error

(but not bias) resulting from intra-class correlation. Neither system could

be regarded as ideal.

51. A possible compromise was to use area sampling with supplementary infor

mation from a census. The census could be conducted less frequently since out-

•
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of-dateness in these circumstances would lead not to bias but only to some loss

of sampling efficienoy. It was suggested that a disadvantage of this systen was

its complexity: a sampling expert would be needed in order to design the sample.

However, a simple way of using supplementary information was suggested: areas

would be stratified on the basis of the industrial census results according to

the amount of their industrial activity. A higher sampling fraction would be

used in selecting areas with more industrial activity. Very exceptional areas

(exceptional either in the amcunt or in the nature of their activity) could be

separated out into a further stratum whioh would be oompletely enumerated.

After the survey, the sample results could be raised by the ratio of industrial

workers in the pcpulation to industrial workers in the sample, both figures

ooming from the oensus (either the industrial census or the population census).

This would be done separately for each stratum.

Compilation of oommodity statistics

52. The Group noted that, alt\ough commodity statistics properly form part of

an integrated system of industrial statistics, they do not always come under

the control of the central statistical office; data are frequently collected

from other gcvernment departments and private organizations such as bank~ and

chambers of commerce. It was therefore believed that these statistics had to

be considered as a special category. The Group reviewed the African situa

tion in this respect.

53. It appeared that, while a few ccuntries in the regicn were obtaining

commodity produotion data only from annual inquiries, the majcrity of statis

tical offices were in the process of developing monthly or quarterly surveys

for this purpose. The normal arrangement was to start with a limited range of

commodities whioh could gradually be extended. Very often, the data were

oolleoted from enterprises rather than establishments, and initially only the

larger units might be included.

54. In publishing the figures it was specified that they related only to

selected industries. A few participants reported that for some produots such

as oil complete coverage was achieved, while fcr cther ccmmcdities some 70 - 80

per cent cf total prcduction might be included in the survey results. Satisfac

tory coverage estimates were normally not possible because of lack of informa

tion on the aotivities of small ~nterprises.
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55. The principal purpcse of the quarterly and monthly surveys was to mairr

a continuing check on production, but it Has clear that the general intentic

was to develop them as the data source for production indexes. In the early

stages the collection of information lias often confined to quantities, with

records of values, man-hours and employment being added later. Some partici·

pants reported that inputs and other supplementary items had been included iJ

their questionnaires at the request of varicus users of the data.

56. There was a brief discussion cn lmether it would be desirable to attemp·

the collection of information on the destination of goods sold as well as thE

origin of those purchased, in order to obtain better material for input-out]

analysis. It lias decided that this lIould be useful and some methods of maki'

a crude classification of goods according to destination were mentioned.

57. Only one participant commented on the extent to which the results of

monthly or quarterly surveys compared Hith those from annual inquiries. The

were some difficulties in this connexion arising from accounting periods, ~

it appeared that for the main commodities the figures compared fairly closel;

58. Problems of duplication arising from commodity surveys conducted by oth

agencies were fairly widespread in the region, but most participants were ab

to report adequate measures which l~re expected to overcome these difficulti,

The most usual arrangement waS to give the central statistical office respon,

bility fer supervising all statistical surveys, sometimes including those

carried out by non-government agencies. In a few cases. survey co-ordinatin~

committees had been established, but it was too early to tell whether their

operations would be effective. It lIas ncted that, for special purposes, it

was necessary for agencies other than the central statistical office to con

duct commodity surveys, so the problem lIas mainly one of ensuring proper co

ordination of the work.

59. Some alternative means of obtaining production data, such as the retur

made in connexion lIith excise duties, lIere mentioned, but did not seem to b

very reliable sources. ;10st countries were concentrating on the establishme

of regular survey procedures and had found that response lias reasonably good

once these were established cn a routine basis. There was, hcwever, a conti

nuing difficulty in obtaining monthly or quarterly returns quickly enough, f

this led to considerable delays in the publication of results.

• •
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60. The secretariat drew attention to a further important cause of delay,

arising from the time taken in printing and distributing statistical bulletins.

It was suggested that short documents which could be prepared quiokly and be

transmitted by airmail might enable considerable improvements in the oompila

tion of data at the regional level.

61. In reply to a question on whether the extension of commodity statistics

was worth the cost involved and on how the nature of the extension should be

decided, it was indicated that commercial and other users often initiate

requests for additional information. From this and from the activities of

chambers of commerce and other agencies, it was clear that there is a consi

derable demand for commodity statistics and that their development can be

regarded as a fully justified project.

62. It was noted that the problems of multiplicity of inquiries, delays in

submitting returns, etc., which had become evident in Africa were also parti

CUlarly significant in the industrialized countries. There waS no immediate

solution and continuing negotiations had to be envisaged as a gradual approach

towards better co-ordination.

Construction of innex numbers of prorruction

63. In lntroducing this item the secretariat pointed out that the section of

document E/CN.14/STAT/9 dealing with index numbers had been based partly on a

survey of country practices in this field prepared for the 1969 seminar on

statistics of prices and quanta. This had shown that only 14 African countries

were preparing industrial production indexes and, of these, four were only on

an annual basis. It was noted that annual indexes are of rather limited use,

since the primary object is to show short-term changes in the level cf activity.

64. For most African indexes, data on the quantity of output were the most

important source. Some of these indexes were based on a wide range of commo

dities, while others had a much more limited coverage. Value added was the

principal means of weighting but was sometimes used in oombination with output.

The Laspeyres base-weighted formula was normally employed because data for

current weighting were not available soon enough.
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65. As alternative means of constructing indexes, attenticn was drawn to

emplcyment data, particularly man-hours, since these reflected physical out

put. Such indexes had been used in a number of countries, but were not wide

spread. The possibilities of using input series and data on impcrts, exports

and domestic consumption were also noted.

66. The weaknesses of some African indexes had been discussed in the 1969

seminar. Among these waS the restriction of data to large establishments

which meant that the indexes were not truly representative.

6'7. Only two participants at the meeting were able to report the publication

of production indexes, as indicated in the previous section of this repcrt, it

was clear that a number of other countries had made considerable progress in

establishing the basic series for this purpose. It seemed fairly certain that

some would be able to start the publication of index figures in 19'70.

68. It was suggested that base-weighted indexes might not reflect production

changes very accurately in the event of rapid changes in the relative impor

tance of commodities, of which there had been some evidence in Africa. In

acknowledging this problem it was suggested that alternative arrangements such

as chain indexes might have to be used.

69. Attention was also drawn to the fact that the investment component of

production presents special prcblems. Brief consideration waS given to the

construction and equipment categories of this item. It was oonoluded that a

combined index for these categories would not be practicable and that separate

series would be desirable when adequate data were available. It was pointed

out that, in the meantime, most African countries had to concentrate on the

establishment of production indexes of a relatively simple nature. Some

emphasis was placed on the use of such indexes as deflators in national

accounts estimates.

•

•
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1973 PROGRAI1HE OF IILJUSTRIAL STATISTICS

General review of the international programme

70. The broad aspeots of the 1973 Programme of Industrial Statistics were

presented for consideration by the Group in Annex XI of doclli~ent

E/CN.14/STAT/9. It was noted that this was the second programme in the

industrial field to be organized at Horld level, the first having been in

1963; earlier recommendations formulated in 1952 had been on a more limited

scale.

71. In 1963 the aim had been to encourage the taking of censuses in a parti

cular year with the object of ensuring comparability of results. Ninety-seven

countries had participated, including 20 of those in Africa and most had been

able to provide results relating to 1963. The overall position was summarized

in the Bibliographv of Industrial ane Distributive Trade Statistics, Series :1,
No. 36, Rev.3. The draft recommendations for the 1973 Programme incorporate

the experience gained from the previous project and the intention is that they

should now be revised by a series of Horking groups around the world for

publication in 1971.

72. One of the lessons learned in 1S63 related to the construction industry

which had been recommended for inclusion in the census. host countries had

not covered this branch of activity and, as a result, separate recommendations

had since been made for statistics in this field. It was also found in1963

that countries which attempted a broader census coverage than that recommended,

sometimes including distribution, ran intc difficulties.

73. The Group noted that one of the prinoipal problems in conducting an

industrial census was the location of industrial establishments and the deter

mination of their primary activity. It was therefore recommended that, in
•

countries which did not possess complete registers of enterprises and establish-

ments, censuses should take the form of a two-stage operation in which primary

actiVities of establishments could be decided centrally in the statistical

cffice; in effeot this amounted to the preliminary preparation of a register

through an enumeration procedure ane then the collection of more detailed data

from selected establishments.
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General statistical objectives

7~. The Headquarters document giving the Outline of General Statistical

Ob.jectives for the programme, S/STAT/'J4, was not available in time for the

meeting, but ,las summarized in Anne:: E of document E/CN.14/STAT/9. The

contents were based largely on International Recommendations for Industrial

Statistics, Series M. No. 48, which lias available to the Group. This pre

sented a general discussion on industrial statistics and contained two tables,

the first indicating data requirements for countries with developed industrial

statistics and the second dealing with countries in the process of developing

their statistics in this field. The Group considered the second table as

being the one of principal interest in Africa.

75. It was notad that the basic statistical unit envisaged for the census waS

the establishment and that counts of these units should be published by size

and by kind of industrial activity. The type of ownership was suggested for

collection only from larger establishments, which had to be determined on the

basis of national requirements, but in most countries were those with 10 or

more employees.

76. The general implication arising from the recommendations was that two

types of census questionnaire should be used: a long form for large establish

ments and a short one for the smaller units.

• ,

•

77. Employment was noted as a high priority item for the census. It was

recommended that total persons engaged in an establishment should first be

divided between working proprietors and unpaid family workers on the one hand

and employees on the other. Additional categories might have to be added to

this breakdown if required. Hith regard to employees it was suggested that,

for larger establishments, a distinction should be made between operatives

and the remainder with mainly administrative duties. l,~n-hours figures, if •

available, were useful supplementary data since they served to refine those

relating to employment. In general, the aim should be to publish employment

figures on the basis of averages for the reporting year. Records of wages and

salaries would be classified in the same way as those for employment. It '"as

pointed out that there are categories of persons engaged in industry, or which

could be so treated, which are not mentioned in the international recommendati
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78. The Group discussed the question of whether homeworkers should be

included in establishment returns ancl the conclusion was that this should not

be done because such people do not form part of the staff, although in some

cases they might be treated as a special category. An alternative solution

would be to regard them as undertaking contract work for establishments. It

was observed that problems also arose in the case of other types of workers,

such as fishermen who shared in the proceeds of the catch.

79. For the cost of goods received and payment for industrial services the

recommendations proposed that only a total should be obtained from smaller

establishments, with additional information from the larger ones. Hith regard

to the latter it was agreed that the accuracy of reporting wculd be improved

if some specification of materials and supplies items could be given.

80. Lower priority items were the cost of goods shipped in the same condition

as received, contract work, etc.; these should be shown separately only when

important. The cost of fuels and electricity should always be given as

separate items.

81. The question was raised of hOll to treat work transferred from one

establishment to another within the same enterprise. It appeared that, as the

establishment was the basic statistical unit, the solution was in principle to

collect data from establishments individually so that full account would be

taken of these transfers. However, there might be cases where information

could be obtained only at enterprise level; in this event a compromise solu

tion had to be adopted by securing at least some data on the activities of the

component establishments. The requirements for publication of data with

geographical and size classifications >rere relevant in this connexion.

82. It was pointed out that, in countries whioh were collecting data at both

enterprise and establishment levels, it had been found that the enterprise

data were more reliable particularly \"lith respect to investments and employ

ment, while those obtained from establishments were useful mainly for details

of production. Under those circumstances results had to be presented largely

in terms of financial transactions and the breakdown of data on a geographical

and size basis was necessarily less satisfactor,r. This problem did not

apply to employment data which could usually be collected in a separate survey
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without much difficulty. It was agreed that surveys based on enterprises as

the reporting units were not inconsistent with international recommendations,

provided their results could be classified on an establishment basis with

reasonable accuracy.

83. Attention lias drawn to the terminology in Table 2 of Series ;," No. 48,

especially !'lith respect to some items such as "goods shipped in the same

condition as received". It was felt that the wording could be more explicit

and simple and the Group agreed that this was an important consideration when

preparing national survey questionnaires; much of the difficulty could be

removed by careful translation into local language.

84. There ,~s also brief discussion on the arrangement of items in the

questionnaire for the purpose of calculatingvaluo added and on why electricity

should be recorcled separately from fuel. Pith regard to the latter it was

pointed out that electricity purchases are a useful indicator of the level of

activity.

85. The Group was a little concernecl to note that, for fixed assets, the

recommendations covered only the purchase of new items. It was, however,

recognized that this was the most important item, since transfers of existing

assets from one establishment to another would have been recorded as new items

•

at an earlier stage, while estimates of

obtainable from smaller establishments.

depreciation might not be readily

It was pointed out that the reoommen-

dations were of a minimum nature anQ could be modified as required, but the

position had to be considered in the light of the practical limits to data

collection. A further suggestion lias that, for national accounts purposes, it

"auld be useful to classify ne,1 assets between those purchased and those pro

duced within the establishments usinG them. This was agreed, although it was

noted that national account and industrial statistics scrretimes had differing

objectives; there uas also a need to keep industrial statistics questionnaires

as simple as possible to ensure speeQY response. Participants felt that the

production of neu assets on an own account basis "as generally not very impor

tant, except perhaps for large firms; very often the item could be omitted

altogether.
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86. It was suggested that a questionnaire based on Table 2 in Series ill. No.48

might be too detailed in the light of the information available from the profit

and loss accounts of business. However, the Group appreciated that such

accounts were only cf limited use in providing the information required, par

ticularly in respect cf items concerning quantities, and that reporting units

should expect to m~ce special estimates for statistical purposes. Nevertheless

it was considered that questions should never go beyond reasonable expectation

for the supply of data; the position of small establishments which did not

keep reoords was a particular problem. The Group suggested that response to

surveys would be improved if more attention were paid to careful explanation

of survey objectives and the uses to ,iliich the results would be put.

87. ,lith regard to smaller establishments, it was noted that the data recom

mended were fairly limited and that suggestions were made in Annex II of

E!CN.14!STAT!9 for the use of short recall periods to overccme the lack of

accounts.

88. Figures On stocks and work in progress were recommended only for collec

tion from larger establishments in the international recommendations and the

Group undertook some discussion on the problems ccnnected with these data and

the uses of the material. It was noted that a total item waS not included in

the recommendations and that these wculd be necessary in cases where breakdowns

could not be given.

89. The valuation of stocks was a special problem since price changes might

invalidate the use of value figures as a means of estimating quantity changes.

I'lliile it was appreciated that the figures were crude, it was also recognized

that records had to be as simple as possible, and that supplementary methods

might have to be developed for adjusting and deflating the value data, especial

ly for national accounts estimates •

90. Inputs produced by an establishtlent for its own use were normally excluded

from industrial inquiries, but it 1IaS noted that such information would be

needed for a satisfactory input-output analysis; this was not an impcrtant

problem for Africa at the present time. A further difficulty was the valuation

of sales of goods between establishments with different types of industrial

activity, as such transactions sometimes took place at nominal prices; this

question was not examined in the international recommendations.
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91. The value of goods shipped or produced, and receipts from industrial

services, which comprise gross output. are recommended for collection only as

a total from smaller establishments. with a further breakdown in the case of

larger concerns. The adjustment for stock changes was noted as the most im

portant item in converting the value of shipments to the value of production.

•

92. It was observed that the recommendations do not suggest the collection of

value added figures from establishments, but they do propose its publication

according to kind of activity. Nevertheless, Some countries collect the com

ponents of value added directly.

93. The question was raised of whether the value of goods shipped in the same

condition as purchased should be included in census records. It was appre

ciated that COmmerce is not an industrial activity but that it would be dif

ficult to deal with it on a completely separate basis in establishments which

were primarily industrial. In general a practical rather than theoretical

approach should be adopted and. where an effective separation cannot be made,

all ~ctivities have to be recorded in order to ensure that reporting is

reasonably complete. When this is done, the distinction between manufacturing

and commercial activity can be made only in terms of the goods sold.

94. There then followed a general discussion on the distinction between

industrial and commercial activity in the same business unit. It was appre

ciated that, in the light of the international recommendations, complete

separation of these activities would be theoretically desirable and some parti

cipants reported efforts in this direction. However, it was often not pos

sible for reporting units to complete separate questionnaires for their various

activities and it appeared that the key to possibilities in this connexion

was whether or not employment and payroll figures could be divided on the basis

of the products sold.

95. A special problem, which had been found in a number of African countries,

was the motor repair industry which was usually conducted in conjunction with

vehicle sales; the estimation of value added had proved very difficult

in this case. The Group waS informed that vehicle repairs were included

under services in the new ISIC.

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•

96. The Group drew attention to a number of other branches of industry in

which there 1tlere problems in distinguishing between various kinds of activity.

These included sugar, hydrocarbons, chemicals, tobacco, and government enter

prises with a large number of activities. It was felt that the extent to

which a breakdo1tffi shculd be attempted was dependent largely on the intended

uses of the results; one suggested solution was the ccllection of more infcr

mation abcut outputs tc enable the estimaticn of better value added figures

for main products.

97. Attention was drawn to the practice in the United States of computing a

coverage ratio, dealing with the products which define particular industries,

and a homogeneity ratio, which measures the extent to which an industry has

secondary products. These ratios, 1Ulich are described in Annex V, are used

to indicate whether an industry nee~s further attention, with respect to statis

tical records; low ratios indicate further attention, i.e. the need for sub

division of establishments. The Group was also informed of the action taken
by some African governments in introQucing legislation requiring the maintenan
ce of detailed acccunts which would be more suitable for analytical purposes.

98. In concluding its discussion on this topic, the Group requested that

more attention should be given to the problem of mixed activities in the recom

mendations for the 1973 Programme. The general opinion was that, except in

cases 1tlhere governments can intervene to introduce more detailed accounting

procedures,it is better in the initial stages to accept any establishment as

a single unit unless it presents a particular problem requiring sub-division

of its records.

99. The Group then turned to examination of some details arising from its

previous discussion. In connexion 1lith the definition cf the principal

activity of an establishment it was noted that various criteria were available,

including turnover, labour force and profit. For practical reasons, the first

of these measures, i.e. the value of gross output, was generally considered

the most satisfactory. It was appreciated that value added would be better,

but this involved data classificatiolmwhich were not always possible.
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100. There was some disoussion on whether it was worthwhile to include peri

shable goods in stock data. It was concluded that, for annual records, this

was not important because such goods remain in store for such short periods.

However, on the general question of stocks of raw materials and finished

products, it was emphasized that adequate data on changes during the reporting

period are essential for convertinG purohases of material to estimates of in

puts consumed and for converting shipments to actual production. The Group

did not make a detailed examination of the definition of stocks, since it was

appreciated that this is a very complicated problem.

101. In view of the shortage of skilled manpower in Africa, the Group consi

dered it desirable that employment data collected in industrial censuses should

include a classification relevant to this problem. It therefore requested that

suitable definitions shouldbe incluce1 in the general recommendations and

objectives for the 1973 Programme. It was noted that such definitions might

be developed with the assistance of 1LO.

Standard list of products and material~

102. The List of Products and riaterials, ST/STAT!45, was not available in time

for the meeting and a general outlino of its content was given in Annex X of

E/CN.14/STAT!9; the new list contains some 600 commodities with definitions

and is a revision of the list issued in 1966. It was agreed that copies of the

list should be sent to participants in the Group as soon as it became available

and that they should forward their comments directly to the UN Statistical

Office in New Yprk.

Organization and conduct of the inquiry

103. The document dealing with the Organization and Conduct of Industrial

Censuses, ST!STAT/46, was available only in English, but a short summary was

provided in Annex VIII of E!CN.14!STAT!9. The recomrrendations presented under

this heading are intended as a practical manual covering all aspects of the

implementation of industrial censuses; particular attention is given to coun

tries with little industrial census experience.

104. It was noted that, as in the c~se of the other recommendations discussed

earlier in this report, the revision of the document will be based on the views

•

•

•
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expressed by a series of working groups; the finalizeJ version is expected to

appear in 1911. The secretariat presented a brief explanation of the contents

of the variois chapters of the document.

105. On commenting, the Group reiterated its plea for more guidance on the

means of dealing with mixed activities. It also raised the question cf the

desirability of sample investigation of small establishments in industrial

censuses.

106. In connexion with the latter it was observed that the basic object of

sample surveys, as opposed to complete enumeration, is to save money. It was

appreciated that, in utilizing an area sample for industrial surveys, there

may be a high intra-class correlation clue to clustering of establishments of

the same type, but it was nevertheless believed that, in the absence of a

complete and up-to-date list of industrial establishments, an area sampling

scheme could be the most efficient means of collecting data. Such a scheme

was dependent on the proper demarcation of area units which would normally

be available from the arrangements for a population census. Hhile required

sample sizes for a given level of statistical accuracy would be determined by

the variation in the items to be investigated and the geographical and other

breakdowns needed, the overriding fnctor would normally be the funds available

for the operation. However, it waS noted that when an up-to-date list of

industrial establishments could be easily prepared, a list sample stratified

by activity and geographical zone Has preferable.

GrHill'1 BUSINESS

101. After concluding its discussions on the items of the agenda the Group made

a brief examination of staff problems in African statistical offices in rela

tion to the development of industrial statistics. Attention was drawn to the
• rapid turnover of staff due to more attractive posts in commercial and other

agencies. A number of participants indicated that conditions of service were

• under consideration, but the general position appeared to be that the status

of statisticians ,ras not yet firmly established. Lack of adequate traiRing

facilities was cited as a further difficulty.
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108. It was acknowledged that the prcblem is of a somewhat complex nature and

that civil service salaries are not generally ccmpetitive with those in the

private sector. Additional difficulties arise because of the general lack of

appreciation of the skills required in the application cf statistical methods

and the consequent low salary levels in government statistical offices. It

was suggested that statisticians themselves have to take the initiative in

promoting a better knowledge of their activities.

109. It was also pointed out that, in spite of staff losses, African statisti-

cal offices had achieved considerable development during the 1960s. The

secretariat reported that, following its initial efforts with respect to

middle level staff, training was nOli being concentrated at the professional

levsl. Two Institutes of Statistics and Applied Economics were now operating

with UNDP (Special Fund) support for the English and French language groups

in Uganda and Morocco. It was hoped that statistical training facilities in

national universities would be developed in co-ordination with the activities

of these Institutes.

•

•

•
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Country I pays

Name and title I Nom et titre

ALGERIA / ALGERIE

M. Bouslem Abassi, Responsable des statistiques industrielles,
Saus-direction des statistiques

ETHIOPIA / ETHIOPIE

Ato Osman Omar, Industrial Statistician of the Central Statistical
Office af the Imperial Ethiopian Government, P. O. Box 1143

FRANCE

M. Jean Robert, Secretariat d'Etat Affaires etrangeres,
69 Av. du Maine, Paris XIV

MADAGASCAR

M. Jules Rajaonarivony, Chef, Section Entreprises,
Services Statistiques, B. p. 485, Tananarive

MOROCCO / MAROC

Mlle. Naima Ghemires, Ingenieur de la statistique,
4, Samiat Bonchentouf Sale, Maroc

NIGERIA

Mr. E. O. Ambah, Ass't. Chief Statistician,
Federal Offioe of Statistics, Lagos

SENEGAL

•

M. Ibrahima Lamine Diop, Ingenieur,
Bureau des statistiques generales,

SIERRA LEONE

Travaux statistiques,
B. p. 116, Dakar

•

Mr. J. A. Slowe, Government Statistician,
Central Statistics Office, Freetown

SUDAN / SOunAN

Mr. Mohamed S. El Khatim, Statistician, Dep't. of Statistics,
Ministry of Planning
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Country / Pays

Name and title I Nom et titre

TANZANIA I TANZANIE

Mr. J. O. Mkinga, Bureau of Statistios, P. O. box 796, Dar-es-Salaam

UGANDA I OUGANDA

Mr. S. K. Nakabaale, Statistical Officer, Statistics Division,
Ministry of Planning and Economic Development

UK I ROYAUME-UNI

Mr. Harry Fell, Statistician,
Ministry of Overseas Development

UAR/RAU

Mr. Mahmoud Elsayed Mohmoud, Director, Industrial Statistics,
Central Office of Mobilization and Statistics, Cairo

ZAl'IBIA / ZAl'IBIB

Mr. V.V. Patel, Senior Statistician, Central Statistical Office,
Ministry of Development and Finance, P. O. Box 1908, Lusaka

Mr. Herbert Nebat Katema, Principal, Department of Statistios,
Ministry of Development and Finance, P. O. Box 1908, Lusaka

Mr. B. M. Nyendwa, Secretary, Zambian Embassy, Addis Ababa

Secretariat

Mr. Willis K. JORDAN, Consultant on Industrial Statistics,
Research and Statistics Division

Mr. W.L. Booker, Acting Director,
Researoh and Statistios Division

Mr. J. Spijkerman, Statistician in Industrial Statistics
Research and Statistics Division

Mrs. Nguyen thi Nguyen, Reg. adviser in national accounts

Mr. C. Scott, Reg. adviser on sample surveys

•

•
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~EX II

AGENDA

1. Opening address

2. Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman

3. Adoption of Agenda

4. Development of current industrial statistics in Africa

(a) General review of progress

(b) Introduction of integrated systems of industrial statistics

(c) The directory problem

(d) Standardization of reporting

(e) Compilation of commodity statistics

(f) Construction of index numbers of production and employment

5. Recommendations for the 1973 programme of industrial statistics

general review of international programme

system of standard tables

standard list of products and materials

organization and conduct of the inquiry

6. Adoption of report
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ANNEX / ANNEXE III

LIfT OF DOCUMENTS / LISTE DES DOCUMENTS

•
E/CN.3/404 Draft Recommendations for the 1973 World Programme

of Industrial Statistics

•

E/CN.14/STAT/8 Provisional Agenda / Ordre du jour provisoire

E/CN.14/STAT/9 Development of Current Industrial Statistics in Africa
Developpement des statistiques industrielles courantes

en Afrique

E/CN.14/STAT/9 Standard Nature of Activity Questionnaire
Annex I Questionnaire type sur la nature des activites

E/CN.14/STAT/9
Annex II

Outline of a Sampling Plan for establishing
a specific Annual Industrial Survey

Esquisse d'un plan de sondage destine a l'etablissement
d'une enquete annuelle portant specifiquement sur l'industrie

E/CN.14/STAT/9 Sample Directory Page / Modele de page du repertoire
Annex III

E/CN.14/STAT/9 1973 World Programme - Outline of Manual on Organization
Annex VIII and Conduct of Industrial Censuses (ST/STAT/46)

Pro jet de rccommandations pour Ie Programme mondial
de statistiques industrielles de 1973 (ST/STAT/46)

E/CN.14/STAT/9 1973 World Programme - Outline of General Statistical
Annex IX Objectives (ST/STAT/44)

Objectifs statistiques generaux du Programme mondial
de statistiques industrielles prevu pour 1973

E/CN.14/STAT/9 1973 World Programme - Outline of List of Products
Annex X and Materials (ST/STAT/45)

Liste type de produits et de materiaux du Programme mondial
de statistiques industrielles prevu pour 1973

•

E/CN.14/CAS.5/
STAT/8

Report of the 1966 Meeting of the Working
on Industrial Statistics

Rapport du Gr0upe de travail d'experts
sur les statistiques industrielles

Group

• ST/STAT/46

Series M,
No. 44, Rev.2

1973 World Programme - Part III, Organization and Conduct
of Industrial Censuses (only English available)

International Standard Industrial Classification
cf All Economic Activities

Classification internationale type, par industrie,
de toutes les branches d'activite economique
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Series M, No.48 International Recomrrendations for Industrial Statistics
(only English available)

E/CN.14/STAT/IO Provisional list of documents / Liste provisoire des documents

Pro~ress reports / Rapports d'activite

Algeria / Algerie
Madagascar
Maroc (french only)
Uganda / Ouganda
Senegal/Senegal

Tanzania (English only)
Tunisia / Tunisie
UAR (English only)
Zambia (English only)

•

•
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ANNEX IV

OPENING SPEECH BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

I take great pleasure in welcoming you to this working group of

experts in the field of industrial statistics.

This is the third in a series cf meetings organized to discuss

this important topic by ECA and the United Nations Statistical Commission.

The first such meeting was convened in 1962 and the second in 1966. The

agenda for the 1962 meeting included a review' of preparations for the

1963 World Programme of Industrial Censuses; the second World Programme

is now scheduled for 1973, and this will be one of the topics for considera

tion in your discussions this week.

Another subject of major importance which you will consider is the

progress of current industrial statistics. Current statistics - that is,

monthly, quarterly and annual data - are of particul~r significance in

Africa because of the efforts of most countries to plan for the expansion

and development of their industries. As we all realize, sound economic

planning is possible cnly if it is based in timely and reliable statistics.

Up-to-date figures are needed nct cnly in setting up the plan but are

essential in subsequently measuring the actual progress compared with the

planned goals.

Unfortunately, the available statistics in many African countries

fall considerably short of this ideal. The generally unsatisfactory state

of industrial statistics is frequently cited as a handicap in studies made

by planners, economists, educators, industrialists, investors and other

users of economic data. The ECA secretariat makes extensive use of the

available figures in its projects concerned with economic and industrial

development, and has found that many of the needed country statistics are

not available, or they appear so late as to have lost much of their value.

In addition, some of the data are characterized by poor coverage, un

explained inccnsistencies, and similar problems tending to raise doubts

as to their accuracy. This is not a new situation; your predecessor group
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which met in this hall in 1966 made similar comments about the poor quality

of industrial data at that time. In a few countries, some progress has been

made since 1966 toward more timely publication and increased accuracy and

consistency, but on the whole it must be noted that improvements have either

not taken place or have not been instituted rapidly enough to meet the

increased requirements for information on the industrial sector.

The task before you, then, is one of trying to find solutions to the

many problems existing in African industrial statistics. The ECA secretariat

has prepared a working paper called "Development of Current Industrial

Statistics in Africa", numbered E!CN.14!STAT/9,which suggests practical methods

for overcoming some of the deficiencies noted. I will spend a few minutes

describir.e this paper later on but I would like to point out here that the

recommendations resulting from this meeting should by no means be limited

to the topics suggested by the secretariat. There may be alternate methods

suggested by your own experience which are equally useful and may well be

adopted by the group as recommendations for general use. The problems

indicated in the paper also may not include some of your own major difficulties

and you may wish to bring these to the attention of the group. I note, for

example, that the training of personnel is not discussed in the paper, yet

in some countries the principal problems appear to be associated with the

limited availability of competent and experienced staff members. As you are

undoubtedly aware, considerable progress has been made in the past ten years

in the establishment of training centres for middle-level and more recently

professional-level statistical staff in Africa, and many higher-level indivi

duals have taken advantage of the opportunities for training and experience

abroad. Your group tny wish to comment however, on the particular problems

still existing in the training of statisticians and statistical assistants

in the industrial fields.

The problems of integrated systems is given considerable attention

in the working paper prepared by the secretariat,' E!CN.14!STA~/9. By this

is meant the co-ordination of methods and procedures in different surveys to

produce consistent results. Closely associated with this and other topics

,

•

•
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discussed in the paper is the major problem of coverage, which still exists

in the industrial statistics of many African countries. Your group will

need to give full attention to the development of methods for improving

the coverage of surveys, since many of the inadequacies of the figures now

being published can be traced to the fact that their coverage cannot be

accurately estimated. This problem, of course, requires intensified

consideration in countries where there are large numbers of the smaller

industrial establishments. In this IDonnexion, your attention is directed

particularly to the outline of a specific sampling plan designed to obtain

data for small establishments at a reasonable cost which is presented as

Annex II of the paper E/CN.14/STAT/9. Although no one sampling plan can

possibly apply to every situation, consideration of this plan and the

basic principles reflected in it should be helpful in finding solutions

to coverage problems arising Under various circumstances.

A directory or central register of establishments and enterprises

is recommended in the working paper as the focal point in an integrated

system of statistics, because its use leads to consistency in classifica

tion. As you are doubtless well aware, the assignment of different indus

trial or locaticn codes in different surveys to the same establishment can

cause great difficulties. In recognition of practical problems, continuing

maintenance of the register is recommended only for establishments above

a certain size, usually those with ten employees or more.

Standardization of reporting is considered a desirable characteristic

of a sound statistical system and specific recommendations are made in the

paper as to the minimum content of four sample questionnaires. These

questionnaires are mutually consistent and are intended mainly for use in

conjunction with a general purpose directory and in conducting annual or

more frequent surveys of establishments.

The paper includes observations on commodity statistics in which the

importance of commodity data to commercial interests is emphasized. The

construction of index numbers of production is also given some attention.
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At present these very useful indicators Qf current industrial activity

are published for only a few African countries, and your discussion of the

practical problems involved in their construction may lead to their more

widespread appearance in the future.

We are particularly pleased to welcome as a participant in this

Horking Group Mr. Willis K. Jordan of the United states Census Bureau,

who ha3 had long experience in planning and directing industrial surveys.

Mr. Jordan assisted the secretariat in preparing some of the background

papers for this meeting. We also welcome other participants from outside

Africa whose contributions to the discussion~ I am sure,will be most use

ful.

A particular feature of this working group which should distinguish it

from others which have met in the past, is the hope that the group will be

able to maintain some degree of ccntinuity in future activities in this

field. To this end, the secretariat plans to prepare and forward reports

to the participants which could not be made ready in time fer the meeting

such as the report referred to as Annex IV in paragraph 51 of E/CN.14/STAT/9

on page 18. Unfortunately, Annex IV could not be prepared in time for the

meeting due to the lack of up-to-date information. The secretariat has also

requested the participant~ from African countries to prepare follow-up

reports one year from now, describing their progress since the meeting and

their plans for the future, with respect to the recommendations of the

Working Group. These reports will be summarized by the secretariat and

circulated among the participants for further comments and suggestions.

As I have indicated, there are many problems in the field of

industrial statistics in African countries which urgently need attention.

In view of the importance of this subject and your experience in the field,

I am confident that you will be able to discharge the tasks before you

effectively. I wish you every success in your undertaking.

•

•

•
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ANNEX V

SPECIALIZATION AND COVERAGE RATIOS

In industrial censuses, establishments are usually assigned to an

industry based on the value of products or services representing the largest

amount considered as primary to an industry. Frequently the establishment

production comprises a mixture of primary and secondary products, and

receipts for other activities such as merchandising. The existence of

mixed activities gives rise to limitations on the usefulness of industry

data such as employment, payrolls, inventories, and other information

relating to the establishment as a whole. The significance of these

limitations is reflected in the specialization and coverage ratios.

The specialization ratio measures the extent to which the industry's

total output consists of activities primary to the industry. The formula

for calculating the ratio is :

Value of primar activity performed in the industry
Total value of industry output primary plus secondary)

As an example, let us assume the footwear industry makes footwear valued

at 500 units, and the value of its secondary products and miscellaneous

activities such a merchandising is 50 units. The specialization ratio for

the footwear industry would then be 500
500 + 50

or 91

The coverage ratio measures the extent to which the industry encompasses

all of its primary activity. The formula for calculating the ratio is :

Value of primary activity performed in the industry
Value of primary activity performed in all industries

Returning to our example, let us assume that footwear valued at 75

units is manufactured in other industries. The total value of footwear

manufactured in all industries is then 500 + 75, or 575. The coverage ratio

• would be

500
575

or
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In general, data-users are satisfied with industry statistics when the

specialization and coverage ratios are both over 90. If for a given

industry either ratio is considered too low, it should be possible to

improve it by making a special effort to obtain separate establishment

reports from large factories or other industrial locations with mixed

activities.

j

•

•

•
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ANNEX VI

STANDARD ACCOUNTING SCHEME ADOPTED BY THE COUNTRIES

OF THE COMMON ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN AND MALAGASY STATES

The Standard Accounting Scheme is based on certain principles which

cannct be divcrced from one another

(a) The increasing use of data processing in enterprise management

This initial hypothesis leads to the second principle.

(b) Identification of the concept of a card index and an account

Data processing now makes it possible to stock and to refer rapidly

to numerous primary data; the accounting scheme is based on this capacity.

An account is presented in the form of a set of cards; it is no lenger

an accumulation of information but a collecticn of data on every possible

classification. To derive the full benefit expected of this principle,

the basic ihformation to be recorded should be the elementary fact itself

(payment of an invoice for gocds of a given type, withdrawal of units of

the same nature from stocks, etc.). It should be noted that a particularly

important point at which automatic control cf the cards will be applied is

stock accounting. A permanent inventory will gradually become the rule,

and an intermittent inventory the exception.

While the two above-mentioned principles are starting-points for the

reform, the objectives are as follows :

(c) Recording of flows

Traditional accounting has the serious drawback of establishing no

link between two successive balance-sheets; the accounting scheme remedies

this situation by introducing two new documents:.

The table of characteristic balances of management

(page 173 of the document) !I;

Common Organization of African and Malagasy States.
'(Ed), tion tlrovisoi're.;TNovcmbcr 1969)

Plan Comptable
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(ii) The table showing balances which have gone into the capital

accounts.

The table of characteristic balances of management shows the standard

development account and the classical profit and loss account in two

columns rather than in the form of successive recounts. This system offers

the advantage of specifying concepts of development over the period by

separating them from related operations. This table also gives an explanation

of how the net result was reached for the period of reckoning, by successively

determining a given number of margins of interest in the management of the

enterprise.

The table showing balances which have gone ihto the capital accounts

aims at systematically outlining the development of oapital accounts from

an initial stage up to the final stage; the movements which have occurred

during the period are indicated separately. This principle makes it possible

to give a clear picture of capital investment and financial movements. This

is an important instrument in eoonomic analysis.

(d) Improving the economic meaning of entries

Value added is shown. Further methods are proposed for the evalua

tion of capital (movable and immovable) and the method of reckoning deprecia

tion. The latter is no longer based on blanket scales but on real deprecia

tion (wear and tear) and life expectancy.

(e) Standardization and integration of accounting information

•

For the adoption of an enlightened policy, the authorities should

be able to see the enterprise against the b;ackground of competition. Occupa

tional groupings must know the level and the trend of their members' activities,

profit margins and investments. Traditional accounting, the key to global

policy, should proceed by summing up individual components of the same nature.

It is therefore imperative that the whole problem of standardization should

be dealt with.
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It relates to several vital items

Names of accounts

Content of accounts

Date of making up accounts

Territoriality of accounts

Nomenclature of employees,cgoods and financial services.

statistical conseguences cf the acccunting scheme

If the accounting scheme concerns the enterprise as regards management

and the government as regards taxation and the community, the concept of an

accounting scheme is of particular interest to the statistician and the

national accountant. In the first place, it applies to all employees who

are called upon to keep accounts.

In the light of the foregoing and of the problems facing the Working

Group (difficulties in the course of surveys or industrial censuses in

obtaining data desired for economic analysis such as value added and

statistics of commodities), it may be inferred that standardization should:

through automatic management relieve the statistical services

of some routine work, since a great deal of information could

be obtained as a by-product of current administrative procedure;

increase the reliability of the answers obtained and facilitate

processing;

enable statisticians to study other problems arising from their

functions.




